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abstract

 

The transmembrane aspartate receptor of bacterial chemotaxis regulates an associated kinase protein
in response to both attractant binding to the receptor periplasmic domain and covalent modification of four adapta-
tion sites on the receptor cytoplasmic domain. The existence of at least 16 covalent modification states raises the
question of how many stable signaling conformations exist. In the simplest case, the receptor could have just two sta-
ble conformations (“on” and “off”) yielding the two-state behavior of a toggle-switch. Alternatively, covalent modifica-
tion could incrementally shift the receptor between many more than two stable conformations, thereby allowing the
receptor to function as a rheostatic switch. An important distinction between these models is that the observed func-
tional parameters of a toggle-switch receptor could strongly covary as covalent modification shifts the equilibrium be-
tween the on- and off-states, due to population-weighted averaging of the intrinsic on- and off-state parameters. By
contrast, covalent modification of a rheostatic receptor would create new conformational states with completely in-
dependent parameters. To resolve the toggle-switch and rheostat models, the present study has generated all 16 ho-
mogeneous covalent modification states of the receptor adaptation sites, and has compared their effects on the at-
tractant affinity and kinase activity of the reconstituted receptor–kinase signaling complex. This approach reveals
that receptor covalent modification modulates both attractant affinity and kinase activity up to 100-fold, respectively.
The regulatory effects of individual adaptation sites are not perfectly additive, indicating synergistic interactions be-
tween sites. The three adaptation sites at positions 295, 302, and 309 are more important than the site at position 491
in regulating attractant affinity and kinase activity, thereby explaining the previously observed dominance of the
former three sites in in vivo studies. The most notable finding is that covalent modification of the adaptation sites al-
ters the receptor attractant affinity and the receptor-regulated kinase activity in a highly correlated fashion, strongly
supporting the toggle-switch model. Similarly, certain mutations that drive the receptor into the kinase activating
state are found to have correlated effects on attractant affinity. Together these results provide strong evidence that
chemotaxis receptors possess just two stable signaling conformations and that the equilibrium between these pure
on- and off-states is modulated by both attractant binding and covalent adaptation. It follows that the attractant and
adaptation signals drive the same conformational change between the two settings of a toggle. An approach that
quantifies the fractional occupancy of the on- and off-states is illustrated.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

 

In motile bacteria, chemotaxis toward or away from at-
tractants or repellents is mediated by the chemotaxis sig-
naling pathway in which transmembrane receptors serve
to modulate the activity of an associated histidine kinase
(Parkinson, 1993; Blair, 1995; Falke et al., 1997; Grebe
and Stock, 1998; Armitage, 1999; Bren and Eisenbach,
2000). This bacterial chemotaxis pathway is representa-
tive of a large class of homologous receptor-regulated
phosphorelay pathways ubiquitous in prokaryotes and
lower eukaryotes (Swanson and Simon, 1994; Wurgler-

 

Murphy and Saito, 1997). The aspartate receptor of 

 

Esch-
erichia coli

 

 and 

 

Salmonella typhimurium

 

 is an extensively

studied example of the transmembrane receptors that
typically regulate such pathways. The aspartate receptor
and its closest prokaryotic relatives initiate taxis to a
range of different stimuli including chemicals, heat, os-
motic pressure, and light (Bibikov et al., 1997; Falke et
al., 1997; Nishiyama et al., 1999; Perazzona and Spudich,
1999). The cytoplasmic domains of these taxis receptors
are highly conserved, suggesting that they share similar
molecular signaling mechanisms (Le Moual and Kirk-
land, 1996), as confirmed by the construction of func-
tional chimeric proteins formed by fusing different do-
mains from closely related chemoreceptors (Krikos et
al., 1985; Slocum et al., 1987; Tatsuno et al., 1994; Weera-
suriya et al., 1998). Furthermore, active chimeric pro-
teins have been generated by fusing chemoreceptor do-
mains with receptor domains from more distantly re-
lated prokaryotic receptors or even unrelated eukaryotic
receptors, indicating that a large group of receptors may
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share similar mechanisms of kinase regulation (Moe et
al., 1989; Utsumi et al., 1989; Baumgartner et al., 1994).

The structure of the chemotaxis receptors has been
extensively characterized by biochemical and crystallo-
graphic studies (Falke and Kim, 2000; Falke and Hazel-
bauer, 2001). A schematic view of the receptor is shown
in Fig. 1. The aspartate chemotaxis receptor is a ho-
modimer that binds aspartate in the periplasmic domain
and propagates a signal across the membrane bilayer
and through the cytoplasmic domain to the histidine ki-
nase. The smallest unit of receptor structure is the ho-
modimer, which is stable both in the presence or ab-
sence of ligand (Milligan and Koshland, 1988). There is
strong negative cooperativity between the two ligand
binding sites present in the homodimer, effectively limit-
ing the aspartate receptor to one ligand bound per
dimer (Milburn et al., 1991; Biemann and Koshland,
1994; Danielson et al., 1994; Kolodziej et al., 1996). The
receptor is primarily helical in structure, consisting of
well-defined regions of 4-helix bundle architecture (Mil-
burn et al., 1991; Pakula and Simon, 1992; Chervitz and
Falke, 1995; Chervitz et al., 1995; Bass and Falke, 1999;
Kim et al., 1999). Independent lines of evidence indicate
that the transmembrane signal is carried by a 1–2-Å pis-
ton-type displacement of one of the four transmem-
brane helices, termed the signaling helix, toward the cy-
toplasm upon attractant binding (Chervitz and Falke,
1996; Falke and Hazelbauer, 2001). However, the mecha-
nism by which the conformational signal is transmitted
through the cytoplasmic domain remains unknown, ex-
cept that it subtly rearranges the packing of the cytoplas-
mic helices (Bass and Falke, 1999). The cytoplasmic
4-helix bundle provides a structural scaffold for the for-
mation of a stable ternary signaling complex consisting
of the receptor, the coupling protein CheW, and the his-
tidine kinase CheA (Gegner et al., 1992; Schuster et al.,
1993). In this ternary complex, the receptor stimulates
CheA autophosphorylation activity, which subsequently
results in the transfer of the phosphate group to the re-
sponse regulator CheY (Borkovich et al., 1989; Ninfa et
al., 1991). Although a great deal of structural informa-
tion has been obtained for most individual components
of the chemotaxis system (for reviews see Djordjevic and
Stock, 1998; Falke and Kim, 2000), the overall structure
of the assembled ternary complex remains unknown.
Further, the receptor dimers and other pathway compo-
nents assemble into patches of poorly characterized
structure in the cell (Maddock and Shapiro, 1993; Ly-
barger and Maddock, 2001). Such higher order interac-
tions between receptor dimers are known to play an im-
portant role in receptor adaptation, and could have
other significant functions (Le Moual et al., 1997; Li et
al., 1997; Bornhorst and Falke, 2000; Li and Weis, 2000).

The chemotaxis receptors transmit two opposing sig-
nals to the bound kinase: (1) attractant binding to the

Figure 1. Schematic model of the full-length homodimeric
membrane bound receptor in the associated signaling complex
(Falke and Hazelbauer, 2001). Cylinders represent helical do-
mains determined by crystallographic or cysteine and disulfide
scanning methods. The two 60-kD receptor subunits are differen-
tially shaded. The receptor provides a scaffold for the formation of
a large super-molecular signaling complex. Proposed docking sites
for the methyltransferase CheR, methylesterase CheB, histidine ki-
nase CheA, coupling protein CheW and motor response regulator
CheY are shown. The core ternary signaling complex consisting of
the dimeric receptor, dimeric CheA, and CheW molecules is stable
both in the presence and absence of attractant. Filled circles repre-
sent the four adaptation sites on each receptor subunit. Binding of
attractant at the periplasmic domain of the receptor and modifica-
tion of the cytoplasmic adaptation sites serve to modulate the ki-
nase activity of the signaling complex.
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periplasmic domain generates a transmembrane signal
that inhibits cytoplasmic kinase activity; and (2) cova-
lent modification of specific adaptation sites on the re-
ceptor cytoplasmic domain stimulates kinase activity.
These two opposing signals can be termed the attrac-
tant and adaptation signals. The adaptation sites of the
aspartate receptor are four glutamate side chains lo-
cated at positions 295, 302, 309, and 491 on the surface
of the cytoplasmic 4-helix bundle (Terwilliger and Kosh-
land, 1984). The wild-type receptor is expressed with
glutamine side chains at the first and third adaptation
sites, and, thus, is denoted QEQE. The adaptation en-
zyme CheB, a hydrolase, deamidates the glutamine res-
idues to glutamate, yielding EEEE (Kehry et al., 1983).
The other adaptation enzyme CheR, a methyl trans-
ferase, can methyl-esterify any of the four sites, convert-
ing it to the methylated state Em (Springer and
Koshland, 1977). Each methylated adaptation site can
then become a substrate of CheB, which hydrolyzes the
methyl ester to restore the free E side chain (Hess et
al., 1988; Russell et al., 1989). Together, the competing
activities of CheB and CheR yield a receptor popula-
tion containing a statistical mixture of modification
states ranging from EEEE to EmEmEmEm, where the
average number of methylated sites, Em, increases with
attractant concentration (Terwilliger et al., 1986). A
given receptor dimer can exhibit up to 16

 

2

 

 different
modification states since each subunit is modified in-
dependently to give 16 different combinations of
glutamate and methylated-glutamate residues, and
since the symmetry of the dimer is broken by negative
cooperativity in attractant binding. The average level of
adaptation site modification across the receptor popu-
lation serves as a memory of previous chemical environ-
ments that enables temporal comparisons with the cur-
rent attractant concentration as sensed by the attrac-
tant binding sites. Moreover, the adaptation process
allows receptors to adjust their sensitivity so that che-
motaxis can occur even in the presence of high back-
ground attractant concentrations (Blair, 1995; Falke et
al., 1997). It is not yet established whether the attrac-
tant and adaptation signals regulate receptor output via
the same conformational mechanism.

A fundamental question in the study of transmem-
brane surface receptors is how ligand binding and co-
valent modification of a receptor shifts the receptor sig-
naling state between active and inactive states. Two ex-
treme models can be proposed. At one extreme, a
given receptor could possess just two stable conforma-
tions, such that an individual receptor molecule is a
simple two-state, on-off toggle-switch (Monod et al.,
1965; Leff, 1995). In this model, ligand binding or co-
valent modification shifts the equilibrium between the
two conformations, thereby generating intermediate
signaling levels with different fractions of the receptor

population in the activated and inactivated states. An
important feature of this toggle-switch equilibrium is
that the observed functional parameters of the recep-
tor population will be weighted averages of the intrinsic
parameters of the two conformational states. As a re-
sult, the values of different parameters will covary as
the ratio of receptors in the two states is changed, pro-
viding a useful identifying feature of toggle-switch be-
havior. By contrast, in the rheostat model, ligand bind-
ing events or posttranslational methylation or phos-
phorylation of a receptor can induce many more than
two stable receptor conformational states, each repre-
senting a local energy minimum on the potential en-
ergy surface of receptor conformational space. An indi-
vidual aspartate receptor dimer could function as a
continuously variable dimmer switch or rheostat, with
as many as 16

 

2

 

 stable, intermediate structural states or
settings arising from covalent modification of the indi-
vidual receptor subunits. It has been known for some
time that proteins can adopt a multitude of distinct
structural substates, thus, it is not unreasonable to pro-
pose that different ligand occupancies and covalent
modifications could trap the receptor in a range of dif-
ferent stable conformations (Frauenfelder et al., 1988).
For example, ligand binding to certain gated ion chan-
nels has been observed to create new conformational
states rather than simply modulating the equilibrium
between existing states, as detected by altered single
channel conductance levels (Eghbali et al., 1997; Ruiz
and Karpen, 1997; Rosenmund et al., 1998).

For the bacterial chemotaxis receptors, a two-state
equilibrium model was first proposed by Asakura and
Honda (1984) and is widely used in current simulations
of chemotaxis pathway function (Asakura and Honda,
1984; Ames and Parkinson, 1988; Barkai and Leibler,
1997; Morton-Firth et al., 1999). Studies of a related
bacterial phototaxis receptor by Jung and Spudich
(1998) have shown that the effects of suppressor muta-
tions are consistent with a two-state equilibrium. How-
ever, no experimental tests have been devised yet to as-
certain whether covalent modification of multiple taxis
receptor adaptation sites simply modulates an equilib-
rium between two conformational states as predicted
by the toggle-switch model, or rather generates new sta-
ble conformational states as predicted by the rheostat
model. More generally, no previous study has at-
tempted to resolve this issue in a classic sensory recep-
tor that transmits information across membranes via
conformational change.

To resolve the toggle-switch and rheostat models of
aspartate receptor conformational states, it is necessary
to generate homogeneous populations of receptors
with well-defined modifications of their adaptation
sites. The different methylation states of the receptor
can be mimicked by mutating the adaptation Glu resi-
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dues to Gln, since amidation yields a functional re-
sponse similar to that of the methyl ester (Park et al.,
1990; Dunten and Koshland, 1991; Borkovich et al.,
1992). The resulting mutant receptors are expressed in
a strain lacking the adaptation enzymes CheR and
CheB to ensure that the engineered modification state
is preserved throughout a homogeneous receptor pop-
ulation. Using this approach, the present study gener-
ates all 16 possible homogeneous adaptation states
ranging from EEEE to QQQQ. In these 16 mutants, the
two subunits are modified identically, so together they
comprise a small, but representative subset of the mod-
ification states encountered in the native system. Most
importantly, the 16 mutants sample the entire range of
native modification states. Each mutant is incorporated
into the reconstituted receptor-regulated phosphoryla-
tion pathway to measure its attractant affinity and its
ability to stimulate CheA kinase activity in vitro

 

.

 

 The re-
sults reveal that modifications of multiple adaptation
sites have synergistic effects on relative attractant affin-
ity and kinase activity. As predicted by the toggle-switch
model, extremely tight coupling is observed between
the ligand binding site and the kinase active site, yield-
ing a high degree of covariance between the effects of
adaptation site modification on attractant affinity and
maximal kinase activity. Similarly, certain mutations
that superactivate the kinase have a strongly correlated
effect on attractant affinity. Together, these results pro-
vide strong evidence for the toggle-switch model of as-
partate receptor activation, wherein the combined at-
tractant and adaptation signals control the equilibrium
between just two stable receptor conformations that ac-
tivate and inactivate the CheA kinase, respectively. The
findings also provide a simple procedure to quantitate
the ratio of receptors in the two conformational states.

 

M A T E R I A L S  A N D  M E T H O D S

 

Materials

 

The plasmid pSCF6 used to express the 

 

S. typhimurium

 

 aspartate
receptor under control of its native promoter has been described
previously (Chervitz et al., 1995), Membranes containing an over-
expressed aspartate receptor were isolated from the 

 

E. coli

 

 strain
RP3808 

 

(

 

�

 

(cheA-cheZ)DE2209 tsr-1 leuB6 his-4 eda-50 rpsL136 [thi-1

 

�

 

(gal-attl)DE99 ara-14 lacY1 mtl-1 xyl-5 tonA31 tsx-78]/mks/)

 

 ex-
pressing the aspartate receptor from plasmid pSCF6 or its engi-
neered variants. Tests of receptor function in vivo were per-
formed in the 

 

E. coli

 

 strain RP8611 (

 

tsr-7028 

 

�

 

(tar-tap)DE5201 zbd::
Tn5 

 

�

 

(trg)DE100 leuB6 his-4 rpsL136 thi-1 ara-14 lacY1 mtl-1 xyl-5
tonA31 tsx-78)

 

 containing the plasmid pSCF6 or its variants

 

.

 

 Both
of these strains of 

 

E. coli

 

 were provided by Dr. John S. Parkinson
(University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT; Liu and Parkinson, 1989).
The strains and plasmids expressing the 

 

S. typhimurium

 

 histidine
kinase CheA (HB101/pMO4) and the 

 

S. typhimurium

 

 coupling
protein CheW (HB101/pME5) were provided by Dr. Jeff Stock
(Princeton University, Princeton, NJ; Stock et al., 1987, 1988).
The strain and plasmid (RBB455/pRBB40) for expression of 

 

E.
coli

 

 CheY was provided by Drs. Bob Bourret and Mel Simon (Uni-

 

versity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, and California Insti-
tute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, respectively; Bourret et al.,
1993). Mutagenic oligos were synthesized by GIBCO BRL. Kunkel
mutagenesis reagents (unmodified T7 DNA polymerase and T4
DNA ligase) as well as restriction enzymes were purchased from
New England Biolabs. The helper phage M13K07 used to gener-
ate single stranded phagemid was obtained from BioRad. The re-
agents 

 

l

 

-aspartate and 

 

�

 

-methyl-

 

d

 

,

 

l

 

-aspartate (

 

�

 

99% purity and
containing no detectable aspartic acid as assayed by TLC) was
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The enzyme substrate 

 

�

 

-[

 

32

 

P] ATP
(6,000 Ci/mmol) was obtained from NEN Lifesciences.

 

Protein Engineering

 

Receptors with modified adaptation sites were generated by oli-
gonucleotide directed site specific mutagenesis of the plasmid
pSCF6 according to the method of Kunkel et al. with modifica-
tions as previously described (Kunkel et al., 1991; Chervitz et al.,
1995). Briefly, plasmid pSCF6 variants encoding the aspartate re-
ceptor in the EEEE, QEEE, QEQQ, and QQQQ modification
state, as well the wild-type (QEQE) pSCF6 plasmid were used to
generate single-stranded phagemid template according to the
method of Kunkel et al. (1991). Oligonucleotide primers were
then used to simultaneously modify the first three adaptation
sites using either the QEQE or QEQQ modification state single-
stranded phagemid template to produce DNA encoding all 16
possible combinations of glutamate or glutamine at the four ad-
aptation sites. Plasmid DNA encoding additional mutants con-
taining single cysteine residues in different modification state
backgrounds was obtained by Kunkel mutagenesis using single
stranded phagemid template encoding the appropriate receptor
modification state. Screening of candidate mutagenic plasmids
was aided by the inclusion of silent restriction sites incorporated
into the mutagenic oligonucleotide primers. All mutations were
confirmed by dideoxy plasmid DNA sequencing using Sequi-
therm DNA polymerase (Epicenter) or by automated fluorescent
cycle sequencing using an ABI 377 sequencer (Perkin Elmer).

 

In Vivo Activity Assays

 

Chemotaxis swarm assays were performed as described previ-
ously (Danielson et al., 1997). Each mutant pSCF6 plasmid was
transformed into 

 

E. coli

 

 RP8611 that is deleted for wild-type as-
partate receptor. Vector alone (pBluescript) and vector carrying
the wild-type receptor (pSCF6) were used as controls to deter-
mine the swarm rates of receptorless cells and cells possessing
the native receptor. Swarm rates were assayed on minimal media
semisolid agar plates with or without 100 

 

�

 

M 

 

l

 

-aspartate. Plates
were incubated at 30

 

�

 

C, and colony diameters were measured at
3–4 h intervals 

 

�

 

24 h after spotting. Swarm rates were deter-
mined by least-squares linear best-fit to the slope of diameter as a
function of time. The aspartate specific swarm rates were deter-
mined by subtracting the (

 

�

 

) aspartate swarm rate from the (

 

	

 

)
aspartate swarm rate to correct for pseudotaxis, and any other
nonaspartate-specific taxis. The resulting rate was normalized to
the wild-type rate for comparison. Cells containing vector alone
swarmed at an 

 

�

 

10-fold lower rate than cells containing wild-type
receptor and exhibited no aspartate specific swarming.

 

Purification of the Engineered Receptors and Cytoplasmic 
Chemotaxis Components

 

Plasmids encoding engineered receptors were transformed into
the 

 

E. coli

 

 strain RP3808 that lacks functional major chemotaxis
receptors and cytoplasmic chemotaxis components. Subsequent
expression and preparation of the engineered receptors in na-
tive 

 

E. coli

 

 membranes was performed as previously described
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(Bass and Falke, 1998). Aspartate receptors constituted 

 

�

 

10% of
total protein in the native membrane preparations. The soluble
chemotaxis components CheA, CheW, and CheY were overex-
pressed and purified in 

 

E. coli

 

 as described previously (Danielson
et al., 1997). The concentration and purity of the engineered re-
ceptors in isolated membranes as well as soluble chemotaxis pro-
teins was determined by means of BCA assay and quantitation of
protein band intensities on SDS-PAGE gels as described previ-
ously (Bornhorst and Falke, 2000).

 

In Vitro Activity Assays

 

The in vitro receptor–coupled kinase assay was performed essen-
tially as described previously (Borkovich et al., 1989; Ninfa et al.,
1991; Bornhorst and Falke, 2000). Briefly, a reaction mixture
consisting of 2 

 

�

 

m of receptor, 2 

 

�

 

m CheW, 0.5 

 

�

 

m CheA, 10 

 

�

 

m
CheY and attractant (if included) was incubated at ambient tem-
perature for 45 min to allow formation of the ternary signaling
complex. Incubation of the reaction mixture for 30 min was suffi-
cient to yield maximal measured receptor-stimulated kinase activ-
ity for the EEEE, QEQE (WT), and QQQQ receptor adaptation
states, revealing that the 45-min incubation time was sufficient
for complete formation of the ternary signaling complex for
each receptor adaptation state. The receptor-coupled kinase re-
action was initiated by the addition of 

 

�

 

-[

 

32

 

P]ATP to a the reac-
tion mixture and quenched after a 10-s incubation period. Re-
ceptor-regulated CheA autophosphorylation is the rate deter-
mining step in this reaction so that the rate of phosphorylated
CheY production is linearly proportional to the receptor-regu-
lated CheA autophosphorylation rate (see Fig. 4 B and 

 

discussion

 

;
Chervitz et al., 1995; Bornhorst and Falke, 2000). The [

 

32

 

P]phos-
pho-CheY was resolved on a 15% Laemmli SDS–polyacrylamide
gel and quantitated after gel drying by PhosphorImager analysis
(Molecular Dynamics, Inc.) The resulting [

 

32

 

P]phospho-CheY
formation rates for the engineered receptors were normalized to
that of the wild-type receptor that was isolated and measured in
parallel, yielding a receptor-regulated CheA kinase activity rela-
tive to that of the wild-type receptor in the absence of attractant.
After the in vitro kinase reaction each sample was reanalyzed by
SDS-PAGE to ensure that equimolar amounts of different mutant
receptors were used in the assay.

 

The Attractant Dependence of Receptor-coupled 
Kinase Activity

 

Quantification of the K

 

1/2

 

 and Hill coefficient associated with at-
tractant regulation of receptor-coupled kinase activity was per-
formed using the in vitro receptor–coupled kinase assay (Born-
horst and Falke, 2000). For these measurements, the attractant

 

�

 

-methyl-aspartate was used. This attractant was originally used
to quantitate the sensitivity of the chemotaxis pathway at low
attractant concentrations (Segall et al., 1986). An advantage
of 

 

�

 

-methyl-aspartate is that its aspartate receptor binding affin-
ity (

 

K

 

d

 

 

 

�

 

10–100 

 

�

 

M; see below) is significantly less than that of
aspartate (

 

K

 

d

 

 

 

�

 

1 

 

�

 

M; Biemann and Koshland, 1994). As a result,
it is more straightforward to determine the concentration of free
attractant for 

 

�

 

-methyl-aspartate than for aspartate when titra-
tions are performed using receptor concentrations in the low mi-
cromolar range. Relative receptor-coupled CheA activities were
determined over a range of 

 

�

 

-methyl-aspartate concentrations
for each engineered receptor. A cooperative, multi-site Hill equa-
tion (Eq. 1) was used to fit the averaged data obtained for each
attractant concentration, yielding a best-fit titration curve:

 

(1)R M 1 A[ ]H

K1 2⁄( )H A[ ]H+
-------------------------------------

 
 
 

– m ,+⋅=

 

where R is the normalized receptor-regulated CheA kinase rate,
M is the maximal rate, m is the background CheA kinase rate at
saturating attractant concentration, [A] is the free attractant con-
centration, K

 

1/2

 

 is the attractant concentration at which the re-
ceptor-coupled CheA kinase activity is one-half maximal, and H
is the Hill coefficient.

The best fit titration curve to the Hill equation was used to de-
termine both the Hill coefficient and the K

 

1/2

 

 for the attractant
response of each engineered receptor–kinase complex. Titration
curves were plotted and fit using KaleidaGraph 3.0 software for
Macintosh (Synergy Software).

 

Determination of Correlation Coefficients

 

All indicated linear correlation coefficients represent the Pear-
son product moment correlation coefficient, r, as determined us-
ing Excel 2001 (Microsoft).

 

Error Determination 

 

All indicated error bars represent the SD for n 

 




 

 3.

 

R E S U L T S

 

Generation and Expression of All Possible Modification States

 

A set of aspartate receptor mutants representing all 16
homogeneous modification states of the receptor was
created by generating all possible combinations of
glutamate or glutamine at the four receptor adaptation
sites. The glutamine residues at the adaptation sites
closely mimic the regulatory effects of the native me-
thyl esterification of glutamate as catalyzed by CheR
(Park et al., 1990; Dunten and Koshland, 1991; Borko-
vich et al., 1992). Each mutant receptor was expressed
in the 

 

E. coli

 

 strain RP3808 that lacks major chemotaxis
receptors and the soluble components of the chemo-
taxis pathway. The absence of the adaptation enzymes
CheR and CheB ensured that no posttranslational
modification of the receptor adaptation sites occurred,
such that the receptor population was homogeneous,
and that the modification states of the two homodimer
subunits were identical. In a native cell, independent
modification of the two subunits yields many more
than 16 receptor modification states (

 

introduction

 

),
but the 16 selected mutants provide adequate sampling
of the range of native states including the two extremes
(EEEE and QQQQ) and representative intermediate
states. Preparations of isolated 

 

E. coli

 

 membranes from
cells expressing different mutants yielded roughly
equivalent amounts of receptor, indicating that recep-
tor expression and stability are not significantly altered
by modification of the adaptation sites.

 

Effect of Modification State on Receptor Function In Vivo 

 

As a positive control, receptors expressed from plas-
mids encoding all 16 possible modification states were
assayed for the ability to stimulate in vivo swarming ac-
tivity in response to a self-generated radial aspartate
gradient in semisolid agar plates. The 

 

E. coli

 

 RP8611
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strain used in this assay lacks functional major chemo-
tactic receptors, but contains functional soluble compo-
nents of the chemotactic signaling pathway including
the methyl esterase enzyme CheB, which hydrolyzes ei-
ther glutamine or methyl-esterified glutamate at an ad-

aptation site to yield the free glutamate side chain, and
CheR which methyl-esterifies this free glutamate side
chain. When plasmids expressing different combina-
tions of glutamines and glutamates at the adaptation
sites were expressed in RP8611, all of the modified re-

Figure 2. (A) In vivo activity of the
engineered receptors. Engineered re-
ceptors representing all possible homo-
geneous modification states of the ad-
aptation sites were expressed in an E.
coli strain lacking major chemorecep-
tors but containing other pathway com-
ponents, including the adaptation en-
zymes CheB and CheR. The ability of
each engineered receptor to restore
cellular taxis up a self-generated aspar-
tate gradient in soft agar was measured
by the chemotactic swarm assay (mate-
rials and methods). All swarm rates
have been normalized to the swarm rate
of the wild-type receptor (QEQE). (B)
In vitro activity of the engineered recep-
tors. Receptor-coupled CheA kinase ac-
tivity was measured for each modified
receptor in the reconstituted phos-
phorylation pathway. Native E. coli
membranes containing a given receptor
were mixed with purified CheA, CheW,
and CheY to reconstitute the ternary
signaling complex in the presence of
excess response regulator CheY. Radio-
labeled ATP was added to initiate the
phosphotransfer cascade resulting in
phosphorylation of CheY. After quench-
ing of the reaction after 10 s, the
amount of phospho-CheY was deter-
mined and used to quantitate the initial
rate of receptor-coupled CheA auto-
phosphorylation. The resulting initial
rate was normalized to that of the re-
constituted wild-type receptor (QEQE)
complex, providing the relative CheA
kinase activity. Filled bars indicate activ-
ity in the absence of attractant and
open bars indicate the activity in the
presence of 1 mM l-aspartate. The data
shown represents the average activity
determined by three independent mea-
surements of two different membrane
preparations and is summarized in Ta-
ble I. (C) The effects of increasing at-
tractant concentration on the receptor-
coupled kinase activities of the QEEE,
QEQE (wild type), QQEQ, and QQQQ
receptor modification states. For each
engineered receptor the relative CheA
kinase activity was measured at different
�-methyl-aspartate concentrations. The
resulting activities were fit with a multi-
site Hill model, which provided K1/2

and Hill coefficient values summarized
in Table I. Each point is the average of
three independent measurements.
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ceptors yielded chemotactic swarm rates similar to the
wild-type receptor as shown in Fig. 2 A. It has been
shown previously that swarm rates are significantly
slowed by mutations preventing the normal methyla-
tion and demethylation of any adaptation site (Shapiro
et al., 1995). Thus, the observed wild-type swarm rates
(Fig. 2 A) suggest that each of the engineered adapta-
tion site glutamines can be efficiently deamidated by
CheB, and then reversibly methylated and demeth-
ylated by CheR and CheB in vivo, respectively, yielding
final receptor populations with similar or identical sta-
tistical distributions of modification states regardless of
the starting Q and E configuration. Furthermore, these
results demonstrate that no unintended changes were
introduced into the receptor during mutagenesis.

 

Effect of Receptor Modification State on Kinase
Activation In Vitro

 

To compare the receptor-coupled CheA kinase activities
associated with different receptor modification states,
the in vitro receptor–coupled kinase assay was used to
measure the kinase activity of the reconstituted signaling
complex in the absence of attractant. Since the apo re-
ceptor stimulates CheA autophosphorylation whereas
the attractant-occupied receptor inhibits CheA, kinase
activity measurements performed in the absence of at-

tractant provided quantitation of the maximal kinase ac-
tivity generated by each receptor modification state. To
perform the receptor-coupled kinase assay, engineered
receptors in native 

 

E. coli

 

 membranes were added to pu-
rified CheA, CheW, and CheY proteins to reconstitute
the active receptor–kinase signaling complex. Upon ad-
dition of radiolabeled ATP, the formation of phospho-
CheY was followed as a measure of receptor-coupled ki-
nase activity. Excess CheY was used to ensure that the
rate-determining step in the overall reaction was the au-
tophosphorylation of CheA, which is the step regulated
by the receptor. Table I and Fig. 2 B summarize the rela-
tive levels of receptor-coupled CheA kinase activity for all
16 possible modification states, measured in the absence
of attractant. As has been demonstrated previously by
the well-characterized EEEE, QEQE, and QQQQ modifi-
cation states and their methyl-esterified analogues, in-
creasing modification of the adaptation sites by either
amidation or methylation stimulates the autophosphory-
lation activity of receptor-bound CheA (Ninfa et al.,
1991; Borkovich et al., 1992; Bornhorst and Falke, 2000).
However, this study is the first to examine the effects of
all 16 homogeneous receptor modification states on
CheA autophosphorylation, which allows for direct
quantitation of the relationship between receptor modi-
fication and kinase regulation.

 

T A B L E  I

 

Effects of Receptor Adaptation Site Mutations on the Attractant Dependence of Receptor-coupled Kinase Activity
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 0.4 0.31 
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 0.04 0.06
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 2 1.8 
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 0.1 0.8 

 

�

 

 0.2 0.1

EEEQ 9 

 

�

 

 3 1.1 

 

�

 

 0.4 0.21 � 0.05 0.04

QEQE 23 � 4 1.8 � 0.1 1.0 � 0.1 0.2

QQEE 31 � 2 2.2 � 0.2 1.4 � 0.2 0.3

EQQE 14 � 2 2.1 � 0.3 0.9 � 0.2 0.2

QEEQ 19 � 2 2.4 � 0.5 0.5 � 0.3 0.08

EQEQ 14 � 1 2.9 � 0.3 0.7 � 0.1 0.1

EEQQ 19 � 2 1.9 � 0.2 0.6 � 0.2 0.1

QQQE 98 � 4 3.3 � 0.4 2.8 � 0.4 0.5

QQEQ 54 � 6 2.0 � 0.5 1.4 � 0.1 0.3

QEQQ 62 � 3 2.2 � 0.3 1.8 � 0.3 0.3

EQQQ 39 � 4 2.0 � 0.3 1.6 � 0.2 0.3

QQQQ 97 � 4 2.2 � 0.2 3.1 � 0.4 0.6

Hill coefficients and K1/2 values were determined by titration of the attractant �-methyl-aspartate into the receptor-coupled kinase assay as in Fig. 2 C. A
negative control (no receptor) used membranes lacking the aspartate receptor when reconstituting the signaling complex. The kinase activity of the
signaling complex containing the EEEE receptor was too low to measure K1/2 and Hill coefficient values. The maximal kinase activity for each signaling
complex was determined by the in vitro kinase assay in the absence of attractant as in Fig. 2 B. The fraction of receptor in the activated state was calculated
from the maximal kinase activity as described in discussion and in Fig. 6 B.
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The different adaptation sites are observed to have
different propensities to regulate kinase activity (Table I
and Fig. 2 B). When a single Q is placed in the EEEE
background or a single E is placed in the QQQQ back-
ground, modification of the fourth site has the smallest
effect on kinase activity, whereas modification of the
third site has the largest effect on kinase activity. How-
ever, the effects of multiple modifications are not always
additive. In general, when multiple Q residues are in-
troduced into the EEEE background, the observed ki-
nase activities are greater than the sum of the single Q
modifications. For example, if the degree of kinase acti-
vation resulting from a single Q modification at each in-
dividual adaptation site were additive, the total QQQQ
receptor-mediated activity would be 1.6 � 0.3 times that
of QEQE (wild type) receptor-mediated kinase activity.
In contrast, the experimentally observed kinase activity
for the QQQQ modification state is 3.1 � 0.4 times that
of the QEQE (wild type) receptor. Thus, there are sig-
nificant synergistic effects between adaptation sites in
the regulation of kinase activity. Yet, the data support
the general conclusion that in receptors with multiple
modifications, the degree of kinase activation depends
primarily on the number of modifications at the first
three adaptation sites on signaling helix CD1, whereas
the effects of modification at the fourth adaptation site
on helix CD2 are relatively minor.

Effect of Receptor Modification State on Attractant 
Affinity In Vitro

To quantitate the relative attractant affinities of modi-
fied receptors, the in vitro receptor–coupled kinase as-
say was used to measure the inhibitory effect of increas-
ing attractant concentrations on receptor-coupled ki-
nase activity as illustrated in Fig. 2 C. The attractant
�-methyl aspartate was chosen for titrations because it
has been used in cellular behavioral studies and pos-
sesses a receptor affinity favorable for quantitation
(materials and methods; Segall et al., 1986). As ex-
pected, increasing attractant concentration decreased
the CheA kinase activity, and the concentration profile
of this attractant regulation exhibited limited positive
cooperativity as previously observed (Bornhorst and
Falke, 2000). The attractant dependence of kinase ac-
tivity was fitted with the Hill model (materials and
methods), allowing for accurate quantitation of the at-
tractant concentration yielding half-maximal kinase ac-
tivity (K1/2) and the Hill coefficient (H) for each recep-
tor modification state. Since the attractant binding
equilibrium at the receptor ligand binding site is fast
compared with the subsequent catalytic events during
CheA autophosphorylation, the K1/2 parameter is a
close approximation to the equilibrium dissociation
constant (Kd) for attractant binding to the active recep-
tor–kinase signaling complex. Experiments have con-

firmed that the rate-determining step in the in vitro re-
ceptor–coupled kinase assay is CheA autophosphoryla-
tion, which is slow compared with the aspartate binding
equilibrium and to phosphotransfer from CheA to
CheY (Danielson et al., 1994; Stewart, 1997). Notably,
the observed attractant dependence of kinase activity
also served to confirm the restoration of functional
coupling between the receptor and CheA in the recon-
stituted signaling complex.

The best-fit �-methyl aspartate K1/2 and Hill coeffi-
cient values obtained for the 16 receptor modification
states are summarized in Table I. No values were deter-
mined for the EEEE receptor, which had too little re-
ceptor-mediated CheA kinase activity to be accurately
quantitated. The observed K1/2 values increased �10-
fold as the modification level increased from a single
glutamine (QEEE, EQEE, EEQE, and EEEQ) to four
glutamines (QQQQ). The 10-fold effect of adaptation
state on the attractant K1/2 parameter is in agreement
with direct in vitro binding measurements of attractant
Kd values and with in vivo measurements of attractant
K1/2 values for stimulation of chemotactic behavior
(Dunten and Koshland, 1991; Borkovich et al., 1992;
Kim et al., 2001). Together, these results further sup-
port the close correspondence between the attractant
K1/2 value measured in the in vitro receptor–coupled
kinase assay and the equilibrium Kd for attractant bind-
ing to the receptor dimer. The attractant dependence
of receptor-coupled kinase activity also provided Hill
coefficients ranging from �1.5 to �3.0 (Table I), which
is consistent with limited positive cooperativity between
receptor signaling units believed to be individual re-
ceptor dimers (Bornhorst and Falke, 2000). Overall,
there was a slight general increase in measured Hill co-
efficients as receptor modification level increased from
EEEE to QQQQ. Previous studies of selected modifica-
tion states, although not adequate to reveal the quanti-
tative pattern of modification effects on attractant affin-
ity, provided results qualitatively consistent with the
findings summarized in Table I (Borkovich et al., 1992;
Bornhorst and Falke, 2000).

Correlation Between Effects of Receptor Modification on 
Kinase Activation and Attractant Affinity

When the effects of adaptation site modification on ki-
nase activation and attractant affinity (both measured
in the in vitro receptor–coupled kinase assay as de-
scribed above and summarized in Table I) were com-
pared, a strong correlation emerged. Fig. 3 A summa-
rizes the maximal kinase activities and attractant K1/2

values observed for the 16 modification states except-
ing EEEE (see above). Fig. 3 B tests the correlation by
plotting the K1/2 value for each modified receptor
against its maximal kinase activity, revealing a linear re-
lationship with a correlation coefficient of 0.97. Thus, a
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Figure 3. (A) Comparison of the �-methyl-aspar-
tate K1/2 values and receptor-coupled CheA kinase
activities measured for different receptor modifica-
tion states. Shown are the K1/2 value (closed circle)
and relative kinase activity (open circle) for each
modification state, both measured using the stan-
dard in vitro receptor–coupled kinase assay de-
scribed in the legend to Fig. 2, B and C. (B) Correla-
tion between the receptor-coupled CheA kinase activ-
ities and �-methyl-aspartate K1/2 values measured for
different receptor modification states. Shown are the
data of Fig. 3 A and the best-fit straight line, as well as
the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient.
(C) Effects of specific mutations on the correlation.
Plotted is the kinase activity against the �-methyl-
aspartate K1/2 for the indicated mutants, as well as
the same correlation line defined by different recep-
tor modification states in Fig. 3 B. The parameters of
partial lock-on mutants I415C QEQE and I227C
QEQE fall far from the line. Given their measured ki-
nase activities, the attractant affinities of these lock-
on mutants are considerably lower than predicted by
the correlation of Fig. 3 B.
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highly modified receptor such as QQQQ exhibits a
high K1/2 value (low attractant affinity) and high kinase
activity, whereas, at the other extreme, the QEEE,
EQEE, EEQE and EEEQ receptors exhibit low K1/2 val-
ues (high attractant affinity) and low kinase activity.
This is the behavior predicted for a toggle-switch model
in which modification of the adaptation sites shifts an
equilibrium between a low attractant affinity, high ki-
nase activity “on” state and a high attractant affinity, low
kinase activity “off” state (see discussion).

Some mutations outside of the adaptation sites yield
K1/2 values and relative kinase activities that fall near the
same correlation line exhibited by the adaptation site
modifications (Fig. 3 B), as illustrated in Fig. 3 C for mu-
tations G278M QEQE, G278M QQQQ, A387C QEQE,
and A387C QQQQ. By contrast, certain other mutations
yield points further from the correlation line as illus-
trated by I415C QEQE and I227C QEQE. Both behav-
iors are predicted by the toggle-switch model: some mu-
tations shift the equilibrium between the two funda-
mental states without altering the characteristics of
either state, yielding points falling on the standard cor-
relation line. The remaining mutations significantly al-
ter the characteristics of one or both fundamental states
or add additional states, and thus yield points that differ
from the standard correlation (see discussion).

Estimating the Upper Limit of Receptor-coupled 
Kinase Activation

To determine the upper limit of receptor-coupled kinase
activation in the absence of attractant, seven mutations
previously observed to increase the kinase activity of the
QEQE receptor above wild-type levels were moved into
the QQQQ receptor background (Bass and Falke, 1998;
Butler and Falke, 1998; Bass et al., 1999; Trammell and
Falke, 1999). All seven superactivating mutations are lo-
cated at buried positions in the core of the 4-helix bun-
dle that forms the cytoplasmic domain of the receptor
dimer. The effects of these superactivating mutations on
kinase activation were quantitatively compared in the in
vitro receptor–coupled kinase assay, where they caused
variable activity enhancements in the QEQE back-
ground. However, in the QQQQ background, all seven
yielded super-normal kinase enhancements with similar
maximal rates, �5.5-fold that stimulated by the WT
(QEQE) receptor as shown in Fig. 4 A. Time courses of
the kinase reaction revealed that these maximal rates

Figure 4. (A) CheA kinase activities stimulated by superactivat-
ing receptor mutations in a QQQQ modification background.
Seven receptor mutations, selected for their ability to stimulate a
high degree of CheA kinase activity in the QEQE modification
background, were each incorporated into the QQQQ back-
ground. The CheA kinase activity stimulated by each mutant re-
ceptor was subsequently measured in the in vitro receptor–cou-
pled kinase assay and normalized to the kinase activity generated
by the wild-type receptor (QEQE). Filled bars indicate activity in
the absence of attractant and open bars indicate the activity in the
presence of 1 mM l-aspartate. The average kinase activity gener-
ated by the seven superactivating mutants in the absence of attrac-
tant is 5.5 � 0.7-fold greater than that stimulated by the wild-type
receptor (QEQE). (B) Time course of phospho-CheY production
stimulated by superactivating and wild-type receptors in the recon-
stituted receptor–kinase complex. The level of radiolabeled phos-
pho-CheY generated in the standard in vitro receptor–coupled ki-
nase assay was monitored over time for reconstituted complexes
containing the either the wild-type receptor (QEQE) or one of the
two most superactivating receptors (A387C QQQQ or G278V
QQQQ). Shown are the phospho-CheY levels measured at specific

time points, as well as the best-fit initial rate lines defined by the
0–15 s time points. Even for the two most superactivating mutants,
the initial reactions were linear to at least 15 s. Since the standard
in vitro receptor–coupled kinase assay utilizes 10-s time points to
define CheA kinase activities, it follows that all kinase activities
measured in the present study are valid initial rates measured
within the linear range of the kinase reaction.
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were measured well within the linear, initial-rate range of
the assay, illustrated in Fig. 4 B for mutants G278V
QQQQ and A387C QQQQ, indicating that the super-
normal rate was not being limited by the assay condi-
tions, even when the receptor mutations that had the
largest enhancing effects on receptor-mediated CheA ki-
nase activity were tested. Instead, these superactivating
mutations appear to fully drive the receptor into the
functional state that yields the maximal turnover rate of
the bound CheA kinase. In the toggle-switch model,
such behavior is observed when the entire receptor pop-
ulation is driven into the kinase-activating conformation.
For a toggle-switch system knowledge of this maximal
rate is quite significant, since it can be used to calculate
the fraction of the receptor population in each of the
two fundamental states for any receptor described by the
correlation in Fig. 6 B (discussion).

Identification of a Mutant Locked in the 
Kinase-activating State

The present study revealed one mutant receptor,
G278V, whose characteristics indicate it is strongly
locked in the kinase-activating conformation in a range
of modification state backgrounds. The G278 residue is
located at a buried regulatory hotspot in the cytoplas-
mic 4-helix bundle where helix packing is tightly linked
to receptor activation (Trammell and Falke, 1999). The
G278V receptor yields the same maximal kinase activity
observed for other superactivating mutants, as noted in
Fig. 5 A. However, Fig. 5 A shows that the maximal ki-
nase activity conferred by G278V is insensitive to the
modification state of the adaptation sites and is not sig-
nificantly lowered by very high attractant concentra-
tions with the exception of the EEEE modification state,
wherein the mutation allows a partial attractant re-
sponse. Certain other mutations located at buried cyto-
plasmic positions (including I227C, S356C, and I415C)
were observed previously to partially block normal at-
tractant-triggered inhibition of kinase activity in the
QEQE background, but these partial lock-on mutants
exhibit considerably more attractant and adaptation
regulation of kinase activity than G278V, as illustrated in
Fig. 5 B (Bass and Falke, 1998; Butler and Falke, 1998;
Bass et al., 1999). Thus, the G278V mutant is the best
example to date of a lock-on mutation that traps the ki-
nase-activating state of the receptor in a manner insensi-
tive to both attractant and adaptation signals. Such re-
sults are predicted by the toggle-switch model, wherein
it should be possible to generate a lock-on mutant (such

Figure 5. (A) CheA kinase activities stimulated by the lock-on
G278V mutation in different modification backgrounds. Shown
are receptor-stimulated CheA kinase activities measured in the
standard in vitro receptor–coupled kinase assay for the indicated
receptor mutants. The G278V mutation is observed to superacti-
vate the kinase and to block the normal attractant and adaptation
signals. The normal inhibitory effects of both saturating attractant
(1 mM l-aspartate) and glutamate residues at the adaptation sites
are largely abolished, except when G287V is moved into the EEEE
background where partial attractant sensitivity is restored (see dis-
cussion). (B) CheA kinase activities stimulated by partial lock-on
receptors in different modification backgrounds. Three represen-
tative receptor mutations (I227C, S356C, and I415C) previously
found to have partial lock-on character in the QEQE modification
background were moved into the EEEE and QQQQ modification
states and, using the standard in vitro receptor–coupled kinase as-
say, tested for their ability to stimulate CheA kinase activity in the
presence and absence of 1 mM l-aspartate. All three partial-lock
mutations partially block the normal attractant and adaptation sig-

nals. However, all three mutations still allow partial inhibition of
kinase activity by saturating attractant (1 mM l-aspartate) and by
the incorporation of glutamate residues at the adaptation sites.
Thus, the lock-on character of these three mutations is weaker
than that of the G278V mutation (compare with Fig. 5 A).
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as G278V) that strongly drives the equilibrium toward
the fundamental “on” or kinase-activating state so that
the attractant and adaptation signals lack sufficient free
energy to push the equilibrium out of this state (see dis-
cussion). The toggle-switch model also explains the
greater attractant regulation observed as the modifica-
tion states of lock-on mutants change from QQQQ to
EEEE (Fig. 5, A and B), since the removal of modifica-
tions at the adaptation sites drives the toggle-switch
equilibrium toward the kinase-inactivating state and
thereby reinforces the attractant driving force.

D I S C U S S I O N

The present study used an in vitro receptor–coupled ki-
nase assay in which native E. coli membranes containing
native or engineered aspartate receptors were reconsti-
tuted with purified CheW (coupling protein), CheA
(His kinase), and CheY (response regulator). The re-
sulting receptor–kinase signaling complex was used to
examine the attractant affinities and kinase stimulating
propensities of all possible homogeneous covalent
modification states of the receptor adaptation sites. Sys-
tematic mutagenesis of the adaptation site glutamates
to glutamines, which mimics the native methyl esterifi-
cation of these regulatory side chains, was found to al-
ter both the attractant K1/2 and receptor-coupled ki-
nase activity. Comparison of the four adaptation sites
revealed that modification of the third site usually trig-
gered the largest changes in attractant K1/2 and kinase
activity, whereas modification of the fourth site yielded
the smallest changes. Notably, previous in vivo studies
have shown that the third site is methylated most rap-
idly and extensively under cellular conditions, whereas
the fourth site is methylated most slowly and the least
extensively (Terwilliger et al., 1986). Additionally, con-
version of the third or fourth adaptation site from
glutamate to aspartate, thereby preventing its further
modification, yields the largest or smallest effect on in
vivo swarming activity, respectively (Shapiro et al.,
1995). Taken together, these results present a consis-
tent pattern wherein the third adaptation site is gener-
ally most important and the fourth site is least impor-
tant for receptor-mediated kinase regulation.

Although the adaptation sites exhibited consistent
differences between their regulatory potencies and
modifications at multiple adaptation sites were largely
additive, analysis of all 16 homogeneous modification
states revealed subtle deviations from additivity. For ex-
ample, modification of all four sites from glutamate to
glutamine yielded a twofold greater increase in kinase
stimulation than predicted by adding the effects of in-
dividual site modifications (Fig. 2 B). Thus, synergistic
interactions occur when multiple sites are modified.
Synergistic interactions are presumably facilitated by
the close proximity between the first, second, and third

adaptation sites at positions 295, 302, and 309 on the
surface of cytoplasmic helix CD1, where they are sepa-
rated by consecutive heptad repeats of the coiled-coil,
whereas the fourth site at position 491 on the surface of
cytoplasmic helix CD2 lies near the other three due to
the hairpin arrangement of the CD1 and CD2 helices
(Bass and Falke, 1999; Kim et al., 1999).

An important mechanistic question is whether the dif-
ferent covalent modification states of the receptor adap-
tation sites yield multiple, stable receptor conforma-
tions that each exhibits independent functional par-
ameters. Alternatively, covalent modification could
simply modulate an equilibrium between two funda-
mental conformations. To resolve these possibilities, the
present study has asked whether a correlation exists be-
tween the effects of modification state changes on two
key receptor parameters: attractant affinity and the level
of kinase activation, both of which were measured using
the in vitro receptor–coupled kinase activity assay.
When the modification state was changed from the sin-
gly modified state (QEEE, EQEE, EEQE, and EEEQ) to
the fully modified state (QQQQ), the measured K1/2 for
the attractant �-methyl aspartate increased �10-fold
(Table I), indicating a significant decrease in attractant
affinity as previously noted by more limited studies of
receptors in isolated native membranes or chemotaxing
cells (Dunten and Koshland, 1991; Borkovich et al.,
1992; Bornhorst and Falke, 2000). Similarly, as the mod-
ification state was changed from the singly modified
state (QEEE, EQEE, EEQE, and EEEQ) to the fully
modified state (QQQQ), the CheA autophosphoryla-
tion rate of the reconstituted receptor–kinase complex
increased �10-fold (Table I). A quantitative analysis of
the correlation between modification effects on K1/2

and kinase activity yielded a linear correlation coeffi-
cient of 0.97 (Fig. 3, A and B), indicating a strong,
highly significant linear relationship between the attrac-
tant concentration required for half-maximal kinase in-
hibition and the maximal kinase activity of the recep-
tor–kinase complex. Extrapolation of the correlation to
the unmeasurable EEEE state suggests that both attrac-
tant affinity and kinase activity vary over 100-fold ranges
between the EEEE and QQQQ states.

The observation of strongly correlated effects of ad-
aptation site modifications on two different functional
parameters, attractant K1/2 and kinase activation, is
consistent with the predictions of the toggle-switch
model for receptor regulation but is difficult to recon-
cile with the rheostat model. The toggle-switch model
proposes that attractant binding and adaptation site
modification simply shift an equilibrium between two
fundamental receptor conformations: one exhibiting
high attractant affinity and low kinase activation, the
other exhibiting low attractant affinity and high kinase
activation as illustrated in Fig. 6 A. Intermediate states
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of attractant occupancy or covalent modification yield a
mixed receptor population containing both types of
fundamental conformations. In such a system, the ap-
parent K1/2 and kinase activation parameters of a given
receptor modification state are a weighted average of
the individual parameters of the two fundamental con-
formations, and thus these parameters vary in a corre-
lated way as modification state changes shift the pro-
portions of the population in the two fundamental
states. Tight linkage between attractant affinity and re-
ceptor-mediated kinase activity is a characteristic fea-
ture of an equilibrium between two fundamental states
and can be simulated (Morton-Firth et al., 1999). By
contrast, it is difficult for the rheostat model to explain
the covarying attractant binding and kinase activation
parameters since, in this model, each covalent modifi-
cation state can give rise to a stable, unique receptor
conformation with attractant binding and kinase activa-
tion parameters independent from all other modifica-
tion states. To explain the covariance of the attractant
K1/2 and kinase activation parameters, the rheostat

model would have to propose that the changing modi-
fication states ratchet the receptor conformation from
one extreme through a series of intermediate confor-
mations to another extreme, and that the resulting
stepwise structural changes generate highly correlated
changes in the attractant binding site and the kinase ac-
tive site. This scenario is strongly disfavored by the radi-
cally different structures and functions of the attractant
binding and kinase active sites.

The dramatic difference between the toggle and
rheostat models is emphasized by an analysis of their
predictions for the piston-type displacement of the �4/
TM2/CD1 signaling helix during transmembrane sig-
naling (Chervitz and Falke, 1996). In both models, the
“up” state of the piston corresponds to the lowest at-
tractant affinity and highest kinase activation, whereas
the “down” state of the piston corresponds to the high-
est attractant affinity and lowest kinase activity. Struc-
tural evidence indicates that the signaling helix is dis-
placed 1–2 Å between the up and down states (Chervitz
and Falke, 1996). The toggle-switch model proposes

Figure 6. (A) Schematic toggle-switch
model for aspartate receptor signaling,
illustrating the two-state equilibrium
proposed by the model. Shown are the
two conformational states of the recep-
tor with their different attractant bind-
ing and kinase activating propensities.
The inactivated receptor conformation
has high attractant affinity and low re-
ceptor-coupled kinase activity, whereas
the activated receptor conformation ex-
hibits low attractant affinity and high ki-
nase activity. Modification of the adapta-
tion sites by either methylation or ami-
dation shifts the equilibrium toward the
activated conformation, whereas attrac-
tant binding shifts the equilibrium to-
ward the inactivated conformation. (B)
Method to estimate the fractional popu-
lations of the two conformational states.
Shown are the receptor-coupled CheA
kinase activities of the standard receptor
modification states plotted against their
�-methyl-aspartate K1/2 values (closed
circles), as well as the best-fit straight
line defined by these points (diagonal
line). These data are the same as those
of Fig. 3 B. Added to the figure is a scale
used to quantitate the fraction of the re-
ceptor population in the activated con-
formation. This scale, which can be ap-
plied to any receptor population de-
scribed by the standard correlation of
Fig. 3 B, is used to interpolate the frac-
tion activated receptor from the relative

CheA kinase activity measured for a given receptor population in the in vitro receptor–coupled kinase assay. Note that to carry out this inter-
polation, the relative CheA kinase activity is the only parameter that need be measured. The method assumes that the inactivated state ex-
hibits an �-methyl-aspartate K1/2 in the micromolar to submicromolar range and little or no activation of CheA autophosphorylation,
whereas the activated state exhibits an �-methyl-aspartate K1/2 of 180 �M and a relative CheA kinase activity of 5.5 (see discussion).
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that an equilibrium exists between the up and down
positions of the piston, and that this equilibrium is
shifted from the up state toward the down state as at-
tractant is titrated into the system or as the proportion
of adaptation site glutamates increases. The rheostat
model proposes that covalent modification of the adap-
tation sites ratchets the piston through a series of dis-
tinct, stable intermediate locations ranging between
the up and down positions. To explain the observed co-
variance of the attractant K1/2 and kinase activation pa-
rameters, the rheostat model must propose that the
stepwise vertical displacements of the signaling helix
cause similar effects in the attractant binding and kinase
active sites at the opposite ends of the receptor–kinase
complex. It is unlikely that stepwise displacements of
the signaling helix with amplitudes of the order of
tenths of an angstrom would trigger similar functional
effects in these two unrelated sites. By contrast, the
shifting equilibrium of the toggle-switch model would
cause all the functional parameters of the up and down
states to be averaged in the same way, providing a sim-
ple explanation for the observed linear covariance. The
toggle-switch model further predicts that the attractant
and adaptation signals will both drive the same confor-
mational change but in opposite directions, such that
attractant binding drives the signaling helix down while
modification of the adaptation sites drives the signaling
helix up. Thus the model adequately explains the re-
cently observed opposing effects of attractant and ad-
aptation signals on signaling helix position (Beel and
Hazelbauer, 2001). It should be emphasized that the
two states of the toggle-switch are not static; rather,
each state exhibits thermal fluctuations away from its
stable equilibrium structure, together yielding two dif-
ferent average conformations.

The observed linear relationship between the attrac-
tant K1/2 and kinase activation parameters reveals the
characteristic parameters for both fundamental confor-
mations of the toggle-switch model, and allows calcula-
tion of the fraction of the receptor population in each
conformation. This analysis assumes that the attractant
K1/2 and kinase activation parameters (Fig. 3 B) vary
linearly with the fractional populations of receptors in
the two fundamental conformational states. The off-
state is found to possess an �-methyl aspartate K1/2 in
the submicromolar to micromolar range and a kinase
activity approaching zero, as extrapolated from the cor-
relation (Fig. 3 B). The modification state EEEE drives
the receptor population almost completely into this off-
state. The on-state is found to have an �-methyl aspar-
tate K1/2 of 180 �M and a kinase activity 5.5-fold that of
the wild-type (QEQE) receptor, where this upper limit
is defined by the maximal kinase activity observed for
multiple superactivating receptor mutants (Fig. 4 A).
As Fig. 6 B illustrates, the line connecting these points

for the pure on- and off-states allows calculation of the
fractional occupancies of the fundamental on- and off-
states for a native receptor population exposed to arbi-
trary attractant and modification conditions. To carry
out such a calculation, the receptor-coupled kinase ac-
tivity of the receptor population is measured via the
standard in vitro assay, then the scale on Fig. 6 B is used
to interpolate the fractional occupancy of the on-state.
Any mutant receptor adequately described by the stan-
dard correlation can also be analyzed in this manner
(although it should be noted that not all mutant recep-
tors satisfy this requirement; see below).

The fractional populations in the on- and off-confor-
mations depend on both the receptor modification
level and the attractant concentration. Notably, in the
absence of attractant the EEEE modification state shifts
the equilibrium nearly completely toward the off-posi-
tion of the toggle-switch but the QQQQ state shifts the
equilibrium only 60% toward the on-position. This ob-
servation leaves open the possibility of further kinase
activation (e.g., by repellent binding) in the fully modi-
fied state (Fig. 6 B). Alternatively, the native modifica-
tion of the adaptation sites by methyl esterification may
shift the equilibrium more strongly toward the on-posi-
tion than amidation, such that the EmEmEmEm state
might be fully activated. Overall, the conversion of the
EEEE state to the fully activated state increases kinase
activity at least 140-fold, indicating a corresponding in-
crease in the population of the on-state. It follows that
the free energy difference between the EEEE and fully
activated states is �3 kcal mol�1 at physiological tem-
perature. Binding of the native attractant l-aspartate
provides a free energy driving force exceeding 8 kcal
mol�1 toward the off-state (given a binding constant of
106 M�1 for the QQQQ receptor; unpublished data),
thereby explaining the observation that saturating as-
partate is able to reduce the kinase activities of even the
most highly activated receptors to unmeasurable levels.

Mutations at sites other than the adaptation sites can
also shift the equilibrium between the on- and off-con-
formations, or can alter the intrinsic parameters of one
or both fundamental states. Mutations of the former
type yield attractant K1/2 and kinase activation parame-
ters that fall on the standard correlation, whereas muta-
tions of the latter type yield parameters distant from
the standard correlation (Fig. 3 C). Findings to date in-
dicate that lock-on mutations typically shift parameters
away from the standard correlation (examples are illus-
trated in Fig. 3 C). However, even these mutations may
still be described as toggle-switches biased toward the
on-state, since the EEEE modification state typically re-
stores at least partial attractant sensitivity as expected
for a modification that biases the toggle-switch back to-
ward the off-state (Fig. 5, A and B). The most dramatic
lock-on mutation discovered thus far is G278V, which
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drives the toggle-switch toward the on-state so strongly
that both the attractant and adaptation signals are un-
able to inactivate the kinase except in the EEEE back-
ground where saturating attractant provides partial in-
activation (Fig. 5 A). Similarly, the sensitivity of weaker
lock-on mutants to attractant increases as the modifica-
tion level is decreased from QQQQ to EEEE (Fig. 5 B).
The greater sensitivity of the EEEE background to at-
tractant is expected since this background exhibits the
highest attractant affinity, such that attractant binding
provides the maximal driving force toward the off-state.
Overall, the results indicate that lock-on mutations sta-
bilize the on-state by as much as 8 kcal mol�1, but also
modify the native parameters of the on- or off-state so
the standard correlation between attractant K1/2 and ki-
nase activation no longer applies.

The design of the toggle-switch equilibrium has im-
portant implications for the biology of chemotaxis. As a
cell chemotaxes toward increasing attractant concen-
trations, the average modification state of the receptor
population gradually increases (corresponding to a
shift toward the activated conformation in Fig. 6 A).
Concomitantly, this modification change causes the ap-
parent K1/2 for attractant binding to increase, thereby
allowing the sensitivity of the chemotaxis receptor to be
appropriately adjusted for the ambient attractant con-
centration. Such tuning of the attractant affinity allows
the cell to chemotax in a much larger range of attrac-
tant concentrations than one would expect for a re-
ceptor population with a fixed K1/2 value. Moreover,
computational studies have suggested that a two-state
equilibrium-type receptor can successfully reproduce
various experimentally observed characteristics of the
chemotaxis signaling system (Morton-Firth et al., 1999;
Yi et al., 2000). For example, a receptor well-described
by the toggle-switch model is able to adapt to changing
attractant concentrations in a robust manner that is in-
sensitive to variations in parameters such as the chemo-
taxis protein concentrations used in the simulation
(Barkai and Leibler, 1997; Alon et al., 1999). These
computational studies further underscore the biologi-
cal significance of a toggle-switch receptor of the type
first systematically characterized in the present study.
Future simulations of the chemotaxis pathway will be
facilitated by the attractant K1/2 and kinase activation
parameters measured in the present study.

The impressive sensitivity of the chemotaxis pathway
at low attractant concentrations (Segall et al., 1986), to-
gether with the observed clustering of chemoreceptors
(Maddock and Shapiro, 1993; Kim et al., 1999), has led
to the development of models proposing extensive co-
operative interactions between receptors that are maxi-
mal at low attractant concentrations (Bray et al., 1998).
However, such models are not supported by the
present findings. As previously noted (Bornhorst and

Falke, 2000), the Hill coefficients obtained for attrac-
tant titrations ranged between �1.5 and 3, and gener-
ally increased as the aspartate receptor modification
level increased from EEEE to QQQQ (Table I). A paral-
lel study of the serine receptor also observed that the
Hill coefficient of the attractant regulation increased
with the receptor modification level (Li and Weis,
2000). By contrast, models proposing increased coop-
erativity at low attractant concentrations incorrectly
predict that the Hill coefficient will be largest for the
unmodified receptor, which predominates in low at-
tractant conditions. The Hill coefficients measured
for the aspartate receptor are consistent either with
strong cooperative interactions between receptor di-
mers within a structural unit composed of three dimers
(Kim et al., 1999) or with weak cooperative interactions
between dimers in larger arrays (Maddock and Sha-
piro, 1993). The simplest version of the toggle-switch
model proposes that each receptor dimer functions as
a signaling unit that exhibits an equilibrium between
well-defined on- and off-states, and that this equilib-
rium is modulated by attractant binding, modification
of the adaptation sites, and cooperative interactions
with nearby dimers. The internal toggle-switch respon-
sible for two-state behavior appears to dominate the
dimer output signal, whereas interactions between
dimers appear less important since attractant binding is
able to fully switch off the receptor in a wide range of
modification states that exhibit varying degrees of
dimer–dimer cooperativity.

More broadly, two-state behavior is observed in other
components of the chemotaxis pathway and is wide-
spread in signaling biology. NMR studies have revealed
that periplasmic binding proteins of the chemotaxis sys-
tem exhibit on- and off-conformations modulated by
ligand binding, whereas the response regulator CheY
displays an equilibrium between on- and off-states mod-
ulated by phosphorylation and protein–protein interac-
tions (Luck and Falke, 1991a,b; Schuster et al., 2001).
Similarly, two-state behavior has been detected in bacte-
rial phototaxis transducers (Jung and Spudich, 1998),
and, in the prokaryotic nitrogen-sensing pathway, phos-
phorylation of the response regulator NtrC has been
demonstrated to shift a preexisting equilibrium be-
tween the on- and off-conformations (Volkman et al.,
2001). In eukaryotic systems, G protein–coupled recep-
tors have been proposed to exhibit two-state behavior
(Leff, 1995). Although rare examples are known of
ligand binding events that yield new conformational
states (introduction), in most systems, ligand binding
simply modulates an equilibrium between two existing
conformational states (Monod et al., 1965; Leff, 1995).
Similarly, covalent modification of regulatory sites on
ion channels has been observed previously to modulate
an equilibrium between existing states, as illustrated by
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single-channel recordings of calcium-gated potassium
channels in which channel phosphorylation simply
shifts the equilibrium between open and closed confor-
mations (Chung et al., 1991). The present findings for a
representative cell-surface sensory receptor indicate
that ligand binding and covalent modification of the ad-
aptation sites both modulate the equilibrium between
two existing conformational states rather than creating
new states. Thus, current evidence suggests covalent
modification of signaling proteins generally regulates a
preexisting equilibrium between the smallest possible
number of stable signaling conformations.
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